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1. Introduction

This  deliverable  7.6,  Manual  for  Creating  Online  Experiments with  a  RT network  and  Ciclope  Astro, 
explains the technicalities of creating online experiments. It also discusses the software architecture inside 
the GLORIA system. Examples are given that show how to create experiments using the authoring tool and 
how it is represented inside the Experiment Model within the GLORIA system. The same methodology and 
some of the services explained in this documents will also be used for offline experiments. 

2. GLORIA Experiment Architecture

In  this  section  the  GLORIA experiment  architecture  is  explained.  In  subsection  2.1  some  important  
definitions  for  understanding  the  experiments  are  suggested.  Subsection  2.2  explains  the  GLORIA 
experiment  architecture,  implemented in  SOA (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service-oriented_architecture). 
All  the  services  implemented  in  GLORIA already  are  enumerated  and  briefly  explained.  Section  2.3 
concentrate the explanation of the Experiment service cited in 2.2.

2.1.  Definitions

This document replies on the the following definitions: 

● Authoring Tool. Graphical web tool, described in Deliverable 7.7, and designed for creating visual 
web representations of the experiments. The authoring tool allows astronomers to select the web  
components and to configure them in order to design an experiment, online or offline. The current  
version of the Authoring Tool is implemented in Liferay (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liferay) CMS 
(Content Management System), and it uses web components called portlets. Therefore the Authoring 
Tool allows the Astronomer to translate the Experiment, from a human point of view (shown in the 
the Experiment View), to one which is understood by a computer the (Experiment Model). As a result 
the experiment can be represented by GEDL (GLORIA Experiment Definition Language) and in the 
future we could automatically generate different views in different platforms, i.e., via the Internet, 
mobile devices or stand alone applications. 

● Experiment.  This is the description of tasks required for a given research project.  In GLORIA,  
“experiments”  always refer to Astronomy Experiments. Although this architecture could be used for 
other  citizen  science  projects,  or  for  other  kind  of  experiments.  They can  be  divided  into  two 
categories: 

○ Online experiment, the description of tasks to be done with a robotic telescope in order to 
gather information, usually images. 

○ Offline experiment, the description of task to be done with data, usually images, in order to 
get a scientific result. This information could come either from GLORIA robotic telescopes, 
or  from  external  databases  connected  to  GLORIA,  like  the  IVO  (International  Virtual 
Observatory)

● Experiment View: an interface which allows one perform an online or an offline Experiment. The 
Experiment View is made of Experiment Components and it can be available in different technologies 
or platforms. Therefore it  could be designed for a web browser in GLORIA, or for a Facebook 
application, for example. It also could be designed for ubiquitous/mobile devices like Android smart  
phones  or  even  as  an  standalone  application  for  different  computers  architectures  or  operating 
systems. 

● Experiment Model: the description of the experiment for a computer. It contains the description of 
what  will  be done and how. The  Experiment Model  is  designed by an astronomer by using the 
GLORIA Authoring Tool or  other  future tools.  The  Experiment  Model is  stored in  the database, 
although it  also can be represented in a  file  by using GEDL (GLORIA Experiment Description 
Language).  The  Experiment  Model  has  certain  parameters,  like  name,  author,  date,  etc,  and 
operations. The operations are implemented like services, which give access for reading or writing to  
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the parameters of the model, and interact with the devices of GLORIA robotic telescope network, 
i.e., cameras, telescopes, mounts, databases, etc. 

● Experiments Service All the operations in GLORIA are implemented as “Services” following SOA 
architecture.  Therefore,  logging  a  user,  registering  a  Robotic  Telescope,  doing  a  reservation  or 
performing an experiment are examples of services implemented in GLORIA at a level of business 
layer.  The presentation  layer  could be implemented in  many technologies,  like  web,  ubiquitous 
devices or stand alone applications. All of them will interact with the same Experiment Service. 

● Experiment  components,  they  are the  interface  elements  generated  necessary  for  making  the 
Experiment View. Currently there is a library of web components called “portlets” in Liferay CMS, 
they are  available  through the  Authoring Tool.  However  the  Experiments  Components  could be 
generated  to  other  web  platforms,  like  Facebook,  or  even  for  ubiquitous  devices,  different 
architectures and operating systems.  Therefore they could be web visual components, but they could 
also be in other platforms like:

○ Web Experiment Component

○ Android Experiment Component

○ Facebook Experiment Component

○ Stand-alone Experiment Component. 

● Experiment  Operation. Operation  implemented  in  the  business  layer  to  be  executed  by  the 
Experiment Component through the Experiment Service

● Experiment Parameter. Static or dynamic data that can be passed, modified or returned through the 
Experiment Operation. 

2.2.  GLORIA Services Architecture

In this section we explain the services implemented up to now in GLORIA system. Figure 1 represents the 6 
services currently implemented in the GLORIA Service layer.  Three of them are public,  represented by 
continuous circumferences, and the other three are private. The arrows indicate that a service uses another  
one. In this way, for example, the Experiment Service uses the User Repository Service, the Action Log 
Service and the Teleoperation Service. The central part of this deliverable is the Experiment Service (section 
3). A full description of operations and parameters of the Experiments Service is available in 3.2 section.

The  three  public  services can  be  used  by  any user  through  a  presentation  layer,  the  one  implemented 
currently with Liferay CMS, or in the future implemented in any other technology or in any other platform.  
The requests and the answers to these three services are made by using an XML based protocol. These there  
public services are:

● Experiments Service, that will be seen in section 3. It implements all the operations and gives access  
to  all  data  for  managing  experiments.  i.e.  programming an  observation,  teleoperating  a  robotic  
telescope,  looking for an image in a database, etc. 

● User Repository Service. It implements all operations available for managing users, i.e. registering, 
login, etc. Furthermore, as can be seen in figure 1, all services use privately this  User Repository  
Service in order to test if the current request is valid. If it is not the corresponding request will be 
denied. 

● RT Repository Service. It implements all operation available for managing Robotic Telescopes, i.e., 
registering  a  new  telescope,  the  private  data  of  the  telescope,  reservation  of  a  telescope,  etc. 
Furthermore the Teleoperation Service uses privately the RT Repository Service in order to get the 
URL of the RT that is going to be used. 

 http://gloria-project.eu  8/26
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Figure 1: GLORIA Services implemented currently

The three private services are only used by other services. They will never be used by the presentation layer. 
The requests and answers to these private services are made with the same XML based protocol. These there  
private services are:

● Teleoperation Service, which implements high level and low level operations for operating a Robotic 
Telescope, i.e., send a complete batch observation (observation plan) to a specific Robotic Telescope, 
select the best suitable RT for observing Mars, etc

● RTS Service, which implements only the low level operations for operating the Robotic Telescopes. 
These interface was defined in the Low Level Protocol, see deliverable 3.4. i.e. setting the focuser of 
a RT to a specific value, pointing a RT to a specific object, etc.

● Action Log Service. All requests and actions made by any other service is registered in a log by this 
service. This service is very important in order to calculate the Karma, since all the actions made by  
the user will be registered here. 

2.3.  GLORIA Experiment Design Architecture

GLORIA experiment architecture has been oriented through services by following SOA (Service Oriented 
Architecture). As it can be seen in Figure 2 the  Authoring Tool  will allow any GLORIA user to design an 
Experiment View by combining different Experiments Components, which will interact with the only service 
dedicated to manage experiments, the Experiment Service.

 http://gloria-project.eu  9/26
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The representation of the Experiment is stored inside the GLORIA system as an Experiment Model, which 
contains all the operations and parameters of the different components that are included in all the Experiment  
Components,  which in turn are used in the  Experiment View.  The execution of these operations, and the 
access to these parameters are made through the Experiments Service. Some executions may also act on the 
parameters.

As it was stated before, the Experiment View has been implemented like a web application using the Liferay 
content  management  system,  and  the  Experiment  Components  are  designed  with  portlets.  Liferay  has 
documentation on creating new portlets. This allows us to easily increase the number of visual components 
in order to make the applications more friendly or more attractive to users. However we would not need to 
increase the amount of operations implemented by the Experiment Service.

Furthermore, with this approach, we will be able to use other technologies and platforms. Therefore we are 
currently  working  in  implementing  the  experiments  in  Facebook  applications  by  reusing  the  same 
Experiment Model designed with the Authoring Tool. Also we could design easily applications for Android 
smart phones. Facebook count with nearly one thousand millions users and there could be a similar amount 
of user of smart phones. With our approach we will allow any GLORIA user to design an Experiment easily 
with the Authoring Tool, and in a near future it will be easily exported to other platforms. 

 http://gloria-project.eu  10/26
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3. Experiment Model

As it  was stated in the definitions in 2.1 subsection,  the  Experiment Model  is  the representation of the 
Experiment for a computer. 

One of the strengths of GLORIA is allowing the community to design astronomical experiments. To achieve  
this, GLORIA will be able to understand and to model each of the experiment specifications written by the  
designer. This means that GLORIA will not provide the community with a static and preprogrammed set of  
experiments, but we will provide the tools to build and run themselves.

Here is a theoretical description of what we have called  Experiment Model with the set of elements that 
define their behaviour: operations and parameters.

3.1.  Definition

Every experiment, astronomical or not, is conceived with a main objective. Once its purpose is defined, the  
next step is to identify what are the operations, resources and procedures that will be necessary to perform  
the experiment.

In GLORIA, an experiment is modelled trying to represent as well as possible all its associated information. 
The aim is to make clear who designed the experiment, its goal, how to proceed and what are the operations 
which are offered to users. With this in mind, it was decided that the procedure for each of these models has  
to be defined by experiment operations and parameters.

Each operation corresponds to a particular task that users can perform in the experiment. These operations  
use resources and data associated with the experiment,  which are named parameters.  As it  will  be seen  
below, a particular operation may consist of, for example, setting the telescope aiming to the Sun, with the  
underlying operation to “point to an object” and “the Sun” as a parameter.

In this way, each experiment model offers users a particular interface by implementing present operations 
and parameters, which are explained in the following section.

 http://gloria-project.eu  11/26
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3.2.  Operations and parameters

The current set of operations and parameters that GLORIA gives designers are represented in figure 4.

All operations require a certain number of mandatory parameters to allow execution, similar to functions in 
most programming languages. These parameters have to live within the experiment model, being previously  
included by its designer. In conclusion, the design procedure of an experiment consists in implementing 
operations and parameters and establishing links between them.

3.2.1. Operations

● Set the value of a parameter

○ Prototype  : SET_PARAMETER (in name, in value)

○ Purpose  : Stores the value of the parameter called ‘value’ into the parameter called ‘name’.

● Get an image stream

○ Prototype  : GET_STREAM (in camera, out url)

○ Purpose  : Stores into the parameter ‘url’ the streaming URL of the image produced by the  
camera referenced by ‘camera’. The latter represents a specific camera inside a telescope.

● Take an image

○ Prototype  : TAKE_IMAGE (in cameraName, out url)

○ Purpose  : Stores into the parameter ‘url’ the URL of an snapshot image taken by the camera 
referenced by ‘camera’. The latter represents a specific camera inside a telescope.

 http://gloria-project.eu  12/26
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● Constrained mount movement

○ Prototype  :  CONSTRAINED_MOVE  (in  mount,  in  direction,  in  max_moves,  in  out 
current_moves)

○ Purpose  : Moves the mount referenced by ‘mount’ in the direction indicated in ‘direction’, 
than  can  be  LEFT,  RIGHT,  UP or  DOWN.  This  movement  considers  a  restriction  of 
maximum deviation (in absolute movements) from the center. This maximum is set by the 
parameter  ‘max_moves’.  The  parameter  ‘current_moves’  stores  the  current  count  of 
movements done in the corresponding axis. For instance, if the value of ‘current_moves’ is  
2, the maximum is 4 and the direction is LEFT, the user will be able to request 6 moves in  
that direction (2 + 4) and 2 moves to the opposite direction (RIGHT).

● Point to an object

○ Prototype  : POINT_TO_OBJECT (in rt, in objectName)

○ Purpose  :  Sets the telescope ‘rt’ pointing to the object name referenced by the parameter 
‘objectName’.

● Dome movement

○ Prototype  : DOME_MOVE (in dome, in direction)

○ Purpose  :  Opens or closes the dome referenced by the parameter ‘dome’. This parameter  
represents a specific dome inside a telescope. The value of the parameter ‘direction’ can be 
OPEN or CLOSE.

● Park

○ Prototype  : PARK (in rt)

○ Purpose  : Parks the telescope referenced by the parameter ‘rt’.

● Load camera parameters

○ Prototype  :  LOAD_PARAMS  (in  camera,  out  brightness,  out  contrast,  out  gain,  out 
exposure)

○ Purpose  :  Stores  a  concrete  subset  of  camera  attributes  (brightness,  contrast,  gain  and 
exposure) into different experiment parameters referenced by ‘brightness’, ‘contrast’, ‘gain’  
and ‘exposure’. The camera that is going to be used is the one that represents the ‘camera’  
parameter.

● Save camera parameters

○ Prototype  : SAVE_PARAMS (in camera, in brightness, in contrast, in gain, in exposure)

○ Purpose  :  Sends  a  concrete  subset  of  camera  attributes  (brightness,  contrast,  gain  and 
exposure), previously stored into some experiment parameters referenced by ‘brightness’, 
‘contrast’,  ‘gain’ and  ‘exposure’.  The  camera  that  is  going  to  be  used  is  the  one  that 
represents the ‘camera’ parameter.

● Sequence of declared operations

○ Prototype  : SEQUENCE (in operationName1, in operationName2, …)

○ Purpose  : Executes a sequence of experiment operations in the same order as they appear on 
the sequence invocation.

3.2.2. Parameters

● Name of a reserve-associated robotic telescope

○ Type  : RT_NAME [order]
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○ Meaning  :  This  parameter  uses  its  argument  (‘order’)  to  get  the  name  of  the  order-th 
telescope  of  the  current  user  experiment  reservation.  This  initialization  process  is  done 
automatically at the beginning of the experiment run.

● Name of a specific dome included into a reserve-associated robotic telescope

○ Type  : DOME_NAME [rt_order, dome_order]

○ Meaning  : This parameter uses its arguments (‘rt_order’, ‘dome_order’) to get the name of 
the  ‘dome_order’-th  dome  contained  in  the  ‘rt_order’-th  telescope  of  the  current  user 
experiment reservation. This initialization process is done automatically at the beginning of 
the experiment run.

● Name of a specific mount included into a reserve-associated robotic telescope

○ Type  : MOUNT_NAME [rt_order, mount_order]

○ Meaning  : This parameter uses its arguments (‘rt_order’, ‘mount_order’) to get the name of 
the  ‘mount_order’-th  mount  contained  in  the  ‘rt_order’-th  telescope  of  the  current  user 
experiment reservation. This initialization process is done automatically at the beginning of 
the experiment run.

● Name of a specific surveillance camera included into a reserve-associated robotic telescope

○ Type  : SCAM_NAME [rt_order, scam_order]

○ Meaning  : This parameter uses its arguments (‘rt_order’, ‘scam_order’) to get the name of 
the  ‘scam_order’-th  mount  contained  in  the  ‘rt_order’-th  telescope  of  the  current  user 
experiment reservation. This initialization process is done automatically at the beginning of 
the experiment run.

● Name of a specific ccd camera included into a reserve-associated robotic telescope

○ Type  : CCD_NAME [rt_order, ccd_order]

○ Meaning  : This parameter uses its arguments (‘rt_order’, ‘ccd_order’) to get the name of the 
‘ccd_order’-th mount contained in the ‘rt_order’-th telescope of the current user experiment 
reservation.  This  initialization  process  is  done  automatically  at  the  beginning  of  the 
experiment run.

● String value

○ Type  : STRING [init_value]

○ Meaning  :  This  parameter  represents  a  typical  character  string.  It  uses  its  argument 
‘init_value’ to set its first value, assign at experiment design time.

● Integer value

○ Type  : INTEGER [init_value]

○ Meaning  :  This  parameter  represents  a  typical  integer  number.  It  uses  its  argument 
‘init_value’ to set its first value, assign at experiment design time.

● Integer value

○ Type  : DOUBLE [init_value]

○ Meaning  : This parameter represents a typical double precision number. It uses its argument 
‘init_value’ to set its first value, assign at experiment design time.

● Operation pointer

○ Type  : OPERATION_PTR [operation_name]

○ Meaning  : This parameters must be initalized with the name of another operation defined on 
the same experiment. Its duty is to verify that such operation exists and mantain a reference  
to it. This type of parameter is used by the SEQUENCE operation.
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4. Example of a Solar Online Experiment

In  this  section  we  give  an  example  of  the  two representations  of  an  experiment.  We are  choosing  the 
demonstrator explained in deliverable 8.4. Therefore the two representations of an experiment will be the 
Experiment and the Experiment Model. 

● Experiment was defined in the section 2.1, is the description of tasks and parameters necessary for  
performing a research described in natural language. We could say that the Experiment is he human 
representation. 

● Experiment  Model was  also  defined  also  in  2.1,  is  the  machine  representation  of  the  same 
Experiment. 

In the following two points we firstly give the description of the experiment from an Astronomer point of  
view (Experiment) and the description of the same experiment for a machine (Experiment Model).  This 
example is only made by the Online Experiment because it is in the scope of this deliverable.

4.1.  Description

Figure 5 shows a caption of the graphical interface of the solar Online Experiment described with full detail 
in  deliverables  8.4  and  7.7.  It  has  been  created  by  using  the  Authoring  Tool.  It  can  be  seen  that  the 
experiment author has been chosen Experiment Components and setting them in order to set up the final view 
of the Online Experiment. 

With this interface the final user will be able to aim to the Sun and take images. The offline part of the  
experiment  could  be  counting,  measuring  the  Sunspots,  calculating  the  Wolf  number  and reporting  the 
results. 

 http://gloria-project.eu  15/26
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4.2.  Model design

At the same time that the experiment author was creating the  Experiment View  described in the previous 
subsection with the Authoring Tool, the Experiment Model is created automatically into the database. Figures 
6  and  7  represent  the  Solar  Experiment  Model,  defined  by  the  implementation  of  its  parameters  and 
operations. The experiment author created this Experiment Model indirectly when he/she was choosing and 
setting the different web components. Each  Experiment Component  involves generating certain operations 
and parameters in order to meet its goal.

The  next  figures  show  all  parameters  and  operations  of  this  experiment  model,  where  each  of  them 
represents the implementation or instantiation of its corresponding type with the “iof” relation name, i.e.  
“instance of”. Every parameter has its own particular identifier or name so as to be able to refer to them by  
other operations or the user. This applies also for the Experiment Operations.
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4.3.  Use cases

This section includes figures, which illustrate how users can interact with the Solar Experiment and the 
effects over its parameters. 

It is important to remark some notation details to understand the diagrams:

● When the background colour of a box is green, it means that the element is public. In case that box  
represents an operation it can be requested to execute by the user. If it is a parameter then it can be 
read  and  written.  An  orange  background  indicates  that  the  parameter  is  read-only,  being  not 
applicable to the operations. A red background indicates that  a parameter or  an operation is not  
visible only to users.

● When an arrow points to a parameter indicates that the operation stores a value on it. The opposite  
means that the operation reads the value of the parameter.
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Figure 8: Load CCD Parameters operation Figure 9: Save CCD Parameters operation

Figure 10: Open dome operation Figure 11: Close dome operation

Figure 12: Init operation
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Figure 13: Load SCAM 0 stream Figure 14: Load SCAM 1 stream

Figure 15: End operation

Figure 16: Load CCD snapshot image

Figure 17: Move left operation Figure 18: Move right operation
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Figure 20: Move up operation Figure 21: Move down operation

 http://gloria-project.eu  20/26

Figure 19: Load camera streams operation

Figure 22: Center Sun operation
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5. Experiment Design Tools

In this section we explain the two current procedures for creating an  Experiment, this means, creating the 
Experiment View, and the Experiment Model. 

Firstly we have already talked about the Authoring Tool, which was described and used in Deliverable 8.4 for 
creating the online Solar Experiment of the demonstrator. 

A second approach is using what we call GLORIA shell. The experiment author is able to do exactly the same 
as with the Authoring Tool, but just using an alpha-numeric application (e.g. a text terminal). This is very 
useful during the testing of the services and is a demonstration that in the future we can build up new tools  
for creating experiments.

5.1.  Authoring tool

As it was explained in section 4º, the experiment author creates an experiment view by using the Authoring  
Tool (figure 23). This has been fully describe in deliverable 7.5 SRS for the demonstrator. 

The Authoring Tool allows the user creating any kind of online or offline experiment by using a simple web 
browser. Furthermore, as it has been explaining before, the  Authoring Tool  creates the  Experiment Model, 
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Figure 23: Palette of the web 
components, the Authoring Tool
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allowing the experiment author abstracting from its complexity. 

5.2.  GLORIA Shell

The GLORIA Shell is a command-line interpreter for creating the Experiment Model. The experiment author 
introduces commands through a terminal application and GLORIA receives and processes them. GLORIA 
has the same interface to all  applications that belong to the presentation layer, no matter if it is web or  
alphanumeric.  For  instance,  any user will  be able to  browse the available telescopes,  reserve an online  
experiment and request  and scheduled observation if  he/she wants.  However,  at  this  time this tool  only  
provides a modest set of total operations GLORIA will allow.

The GLORIA shell was started as an application for testing the development of the GLORIA services layer,  
and soon it became a very useful tool for allowing any user to operate GLORIA. This tool proves that it is  
not necessary to rely only on a GUI or web to consume the services that this project offers.

The GLORIA shell has been developed using Java technology, in order to simplify the building of the web  
service clients, as they are the same as those used within the GLORIA Services Architecture. But it could 
have been developed by using any programming language or and technology that supports web services.

5.2.1. Samples of operation in GLORIA shell

• Start and login (get the prompt)

◦ Command  : java -jar GLORIAShell.jar <username> <password>
◦ Output  :

GLORIA Shell Client, vX.X.X
Access granted for user <username>!
>_

• List the telescopes registered on the Montegancedo Observatory

◦ Command  : >list -telescopes (Montegancedo);

◦ Output  :[OM]

• List the device names included on the OM

◦ Command  : >list -rt_devices (OM);

◦ Output  :[DBx 41AU02.AS, DMx 41AU02.AS, dome, LX200]

• Set the time availability of the OM 

◦ Command  : >set -availability (OM, [8:00:00,19:30:00]);

◦ Output  :Done!

• Modify the user password

◦ Command  : >set -password (newpassword, newpassword);

◦ Output  :Done!

• List the online experiments available

◦ Command  : >list -online_exp ();

◦ Output  :[SOLAR, MOON]

• Register a new telescope (the owner is the registered user)

◦ Command  : >register -telescope (OM, 161.161.1.1);

◦ Output  :Done!
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• List the reservation time slots available for the SOLAR experiment on the TAD telescope (current  
date: 02/04/2013 11:04)

◦ Command  : >list -available_res (SOLAR, [TAD], 2);

◦ Output  :[[02/04/2013 11:00:00, 02/04/2013 11:30:00],

  [02/04/2013 11:30:00, 02/04/2013 12:00:00]]

6. Future work

From the  very  beginning  GLORIA partners  had  the  believe  that  in  order  to  have  very  quickly  a  very  big  
community we did not have to restrict the experiments to a single platform. For that reason, in order to allow user  
to  make experiments  from different  platforms we developed the SOA architecture explained in  the  previous 
sections. Since all operations in GLORIA Systems are implemented as services and the communication with them 
is through a XML-like protocol, we can develop interfaces in general in other platforms. Currently we have made 
some prototypes of online experiments for Facebook and for Android smart phones.

6.1.  Facebook Experiment View

Facebook  is  a  social  network  which  had  more  than  a  billion  active  users  in  December  2012 
(http://newsroom.fb.com/Key-Facts).  Even  though  this  was  not  an  objective  written  in  the  contract  with  the 
Commission, we started to work in this issue more than one year ago. We have already developed a prototype of  
an offline experiment for Facebook shown in figure 24.

Even  though  this  GUI  has  been  developed  by  using  the  Facebook  API  and  it  has  been  programmed  for 
communicating it with GLORIA services, in the future we plan to have a library of components, the same that in  
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Figure 24: Offline experiment for Facebook

http://newsroom.fb.com/Key-Facts
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the  Authoring  Tool.  Therefore  with  the  Experiment  Model  we  should  be  able  to  generate  the  interface 
automatically. 

6.2.  Android Experiment View

Android Smart Phones reached 1.500 millions users last December 2012 and it is expected to reach 2.000 millions 
users in 2013 (http://bit.ly/zwXFlR). It is obvious that we had to aim our interest in such a successful platform. We 
have already developed some online experiment prototype in Android devices, like the one shown in figure 25.

6.3.  Stand-alone Experiment View

Similarly that it has been described in the previous two sections we could develop online or offline experiment 
GUI  designed  in  any  programming  language  for  running  in  any  operating  system  and  in  any  computer  
architecture. Even though we have not made any effort in this way it seems that we could reuse the JAVA portlets  
designed for Liferay, since most operating systems have Java Virtual Machines. Another interesting way could be 
using  GTK and  QT,  tool  kits  that  allow  building  GUI  applications  in  different  languages  and  for  different 
operating systems. 

6.4.  GLORIA Experiment Description Language (GEDL)

We plan to derive a GLORIA Experiment Description Language (GEDL) which will allow to export in a  text file 
the Experiment Model generated by the Authoring Tool and that currently is stored in the data base. 
With  this  GEDL file  we  should  be  able  to  generate  GUIs  in  other  platforms,  i.e.  Facebook, 
Android , etc.  
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Figure 25: Online experiment prototype running in an  
Android Smart Phone

http://bit.ly/zwXFlR
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Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
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SPAIN
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Czech Technical University in Prague
CZECH REPUBLIC

IP-ASCR
Institute of Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
CZECH REPUBLIC

IAC
Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias
SPAIN

INAF
Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica
ITALY

SAO
Special Astrophysical Observatory of Russian Academy of Sciences
RUSSIA
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University College Dublin
IRELAND

UC
University of Chile
CHILE

UMA
University of Malaga
SPAIN
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University of Oxford
UNITED KINGDOM
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